INTERACTIVE PRESENTATION SOFTWARE

We have collected a few useful links below that you should take a closer look on before preparing your Interactive Presentation for #IAC2019.

When logged in, you will be taken to the Interactive Presentations Editor Site where you will find basic instructions, a list of your Interactive Presentations, and a choice of 3 editing templates. Choose a template and begin creating your Interactive Presentation.

We encourage you to visit our CASES page to see how others have utilised iPosterSessions.

TECHNICAL SUPPORT:
For technical questions or help in creating your Interactive Presentation, please use the Support Button on the Main Tool Bar of your editing Template.

iPosters Tutorial Templates (4:02 length)
iPosters Editing Tools (4:35 length)

Also, check out the Quick Guide, which contains important tips on using the editing tools, as well as the FAQs.
If you need help accessing the Interactive Presentation Editor Site, please contact access support at access@ipostersessions.com.